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ABSTRACT: A close-proximity atmospheric pressure chemical
vapor deposition (AP-CVD) reactor is developed for synthesizing
high quality multicomponent metal oxides for electronics. This
combines the advantages of a mechanically controllable substrate-
manifold spacing and vertical gas flows. As a result, our AP-CVD
reactor can rapidly grow uniform crystalline films on a variety of
substrate types at low temperatures without requiring plasma
enhancements or low pressures. To demonstrate this, we take the
zinc magnesium oxide (Zn1−xMgxO) system as an example. By
introducing the precursor gases vertically and uniformly to the
substrate across the gas manifold, we show that films can be produced with only 3% variation in thickness over a 375 mm2

deposition area. These thicknesses are significantly more uniform than for films from previous AP-CVD reactors. Our films are
also compact, pinhole-free, and have a thickness that is linearly controllable by the number of oscillations of the substrate beneath
the gas manifold. Using photoluminescence and X-ray diffraction measurements, we show that for Mg contents below 46 at. %,
single phase Zn1−xMgxO was produced. To further optimize the growth conditions, we developed a model relating the
composition of a ternary oxide with the bubbling rates through the metal precursors. We fitted this model to the X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy measured compositions with an error of Δx = 0.0005. This model showed that the incorporation of
Mg into ZnO can be maximized by using the maximum bubbling rate through the Mg precursor for each bubbling rate ratio.
When applied to poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) hybrid solar cells, our films yielded an open-circuit voltage increase of over
100% by controlling the Mg content. Such films were deposited in short times (under 2 min over 4 cm2).

KEYWORDS: atmospheric pressure chemical vapor deposition, zinc magnesium oxide, multicomponent metal oxides, bandgap tuning,
solar cells, spatial atmospheric atomic layer deposition

■ INTRODUCTION

Metal oxides are widely used for optoelectronic applications,1−3

due to their stability, composition of nontoxic and earth-
abundant elements, and intrinsic semiconductivity.4 It is crucial
that these metal oxides can be produced scalably, so that the
devices can be manufactured on an industrial level.4 Chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) is an appealing metal oxide deposition
technique, due to the high growth rates possible,5,6 but CVD is
limited by requiring high deposition temperatures (often >350
°C),7 with plasmas or low pressure processing needed to
reduce deposition temperatures.6−8 Atomic layer deposition
(ALD) is another appealing metal oxide deposition technique.
ALD is a subset of CVD6 but only involves surface half-
reactions,9 rather than the gas-phase and surface reactions used
in CVD.6 This allows uniform films with nanometer-level
thickness control to be deposited at lower temperatures (∼120
°C for ZnO) conformally onto both flat substrates and high
aspect-ratio substrates.9−11 Growing films below 155 °C is
important for compatibility with flexible polymer substrates, in

addition to a lower energy consumption.12,13 ALD is, however,
limited by lower growth rates because it separates the exposure
of the metal precursors and oxidant to the substrate in time by
purging a closed-reaction chamber between each pulse.12,13

Atmospheric pressure spatial atomic layer deposition (AP-
SALD) overcomes these limitations by spatially separating the
precursors.13,14 AP-SALD is commonly implemented with the
close-proximity design,13,15−17 in which the substrate is
oscillated <100 μm beneath a manifold containing spatially
separated parallel gas channels, as illustrated in refs 14 and 18.
By moving the substrate beneath these gas channels, the metal
precursor and oxidant separately chemisorb onto the substrate
to grow the metal oxide monolayer by monolayer up to 2
orders of magnitude faster than conventional ALD.12,16 In some
AP-SALD reactors, such as that designed by Levy et al.,18 the
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gas manifold is mechanically constrained over the substrate,
meaning that a large manifold−substrate spacing can
occur.14,17,18 This can lead to intermixing between the gas
channels and the film depositing by CVD,19 meaning that the
reactor can operate in both AP-SALD mode and AP-CVD
mode.14 Operating in AP-CVD mode has the advantage of
higher growth rates.14 This is highly desirable for depositing
onto flat, featureless substrates (i.e., not requiring the high
conformality of conventional ALD) on an industrial scale. An
example is producing metal oxides thin films for solar cells.17

A significant limitation of some close-proximity reactors
operating in AP-CVD mode is a lack of film uniformity. For
example, the reactor detailed in refs 17 and 18 introduces
precursor gases from one side of the gas manifold before
flowing across to the exhaust on the other side. This results in
films being thicker close to the inlet. Nonuniform films also
occur in other AP-CVD reactors due to asymmetric gas flows.20

A thickness-variation is highly undesirable when thickness-
related effects strongly influence electronic device perform-
ance21 or when thickness-sensitive measurements need to be
performed, such as Hall-effect measurements. Film uniformity
has been addressed in more recent AP-SALD designs by
introducing the precursor gases vertically to the sub-
strate.12,14,19,22 However, these reactors use gas bearings to
float the manifold over the substrate12,23,24 or the substrate over
the manifold.19,25 While the use of gas bearings is advantageous
for large-area rigid and polymer substrates,22 mechanically
constraining the manifold over the substrate, as occurs in the
design by Levy et al.,18 is advantageous by providing flexibility

in the type of substrate onto which the film is deposited. These
include large glass plates, small ITO/glass substrates, or curved
and fragile thermally oxidized Cu2O.

26 Vertical gas flows have
also appeared in a recent AP-CVD reactor design,23 but as with
most other CVD reactors, the deposition temperature needed
to be over 380 °C because the film synthesis was dependent on
gas-phase reactions rather than only surface reactions.23

Overcoming these uniformity and growth temperature
limitations in AP-CVD reactors is important for the electronics
industry that is becoming increasingly reliant on high-quality,
uniform semiconducting oxides for devices.27−29 It is also
essential that the reactor has a high growth rate, allows fine
control over the film properties, and that the films are compact
with good functionality.15,17 The precursor vapor pressure,
reactivity, and saturation in the gas stream are important as
well, especially for multicomponent oxides. Incorporating new
elements into binary oxides to tune their electronic properties
(such as bandgap30,31and carrier concentration3,32,33) has been
extensively shown to be important for maximizing device
performance,3,4,30−33 but a pressing challenge is that these
precursor properties are difficult to directly measure and often
unknown for new or rarely used organometallic precursors.
In this work, we detail an AP-CVD gas manifold design

enabling uniform multicomponent metal oxide films to be
grown at high rates at temperatures not exceeding 150 °C. This
design combines the uniformity achievable through vertical gas
flows with the ability to control the substrate-manifold spacing
independently of the gas flow rates. We demonstrate the
significant advantages of this design with zinc magnesium oxide

Figure 1. Illustration of our AP-CVD reactor. (a) Schematic showing that inert nitrogen gas is bubbled through the precursors and introduced to the
gas manifold via a header. (b) Three dimensional view of the gas manifold showing how gases from the header are introduced to the side of the
manifold (gas channels on the other side are hidden from view) and guided to flow vertically down to the oscillating substrate. The blue arrows
indicate the water circulated in and out of the metal plates encasing the reactor to maintain it at a constant temperature during operation. The platen
is not shown for clarity. (c) Schematic of the side of the gas manifold showing the gas flow. “M” represents the metal precursor, “I” the inert gas, and
“O” the oxidant gas channels. The substrate is loaded onto a platen (metal plate with vacuum holes to hold the substrate in place), which heats the
sample and oscillates beneath the gas manifold.
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(Zn1−xMgxO) as an example material. While we have used our
reactor to produce the Zn1−xMgxO used in some of our
previous works,21,26,34,35 we have never reported on the design
principles enabling its capability of producing uniform,
crystalline films rapidly at low temperatures. The quality of
doping using this reactor is characterized through photo-
luminescence and X-ray diffraction measurements. By devel-
oping and fitting a model, we determine how to improve the
growth conditions for incorporating Mg into ZnO without
having to measure the incorporation rates and saturation of
each precursor. The design we present can be implemented by
researchers requiring uniform, rapidly synthesized, high-quality
oxides for electronics on both laboratory and industrial scales.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Deposition of Zinc Magnesium Oxide Thin Films. Our reactor

is adapted from that first reported by Levy et al.18 One important
beneficial feature of our gas manifold design is that instead of guiding
the gas flow horizontally across the bottom of the manifold, the gases
are flowed vertically downward to the substrate. This flow is uniform
across the manifold. As illustrated in Figure 1, the precursor and inert
gases are introduced from both sides of the manifold to gas channels
that run through its length. The manifold is designed so that a uniform
pressure profile is established across it. The channels running down to
the substrate within the gas manifold (Figure 1c) ensure gas flow
vertically to the substrate. Moving the substrate repeatedly through the
different gas channels (alternation of metal precursor, inert gas and
oxidant) beneath the gas manifold allows each precursor to be exposed
to the substrate. This enables uniform film growth with each cycle.
The gas manifold is mechanically constrained over the substrate, which
allows the substrate-manifold spacing to be controlled. This, in part,
allows the reactor to operate in AP-CVD mode. It also allows the
spacing to accommodate for the size of the substrate. A variety of
substrates, whether 25 cm2 glass, 14 mm × 14 mm ITO/glass, plastic,
thermally oxidized Cu2O,

26 or temperature-sensitive organometal
halide perovskites34 can thus be loaded onto a platen that heats the
substrate and oscillates it beneath the manifold (Figures 1a,c). These
substrates can be unloaded from the platen immediately once the
deposition has been completed.
Zinc magnesium oxide (Zn1−xMgxO) films were deposited onto

indium tin oxide substrates (ITO; Praezisions Glas & Optik) using our
reactor. These substrates were 14 mm × 14 mm × 0.7 mm and had
180 nm of ITO (sheet resistance <10 Ω/sq). We also deposited onto
0.7 mm thick borosilicate glass, which was cut to 14 mm × 14 mm
squares for film characterization. Films deposited on the ITO were also
used for characterization and device fabrication. The glass and ITO
substrates were ultrasonically cleaned in isopropanol for 15 min and
blown dry with compressed air. The substrates were fitted within a 0.7
mm thick mask on the platen. This mask had a 14 mm by 28 mm
rectangular hole to fit two substrates and to ensure that the deposition
area was flat to maximize the homogeneity of the gas flows and
thickness of the deposited film. The platen was heated to 150 °C and
oscillated at 50 mm·s−1 50 μm beneath the gas manifold (maintained
at 40 °C). Diethylzinc (DEZ, from Sigma-Aldrich) was used as the Zn
precursor and bis(ethylcyclopentadienyl)magnesium) (Mg(CpEt)2,
from Strem Chemicals Inc.) as the magnesium precursor. Caution
needs to be taken when handling DEZ and Mg(CpEt)2 since these are
pyrophoric and should never come into contact with air or moisture.
To deposit intrinsic ZnO, nitrogen gas (<10 ppb oxygen and <20 ppb
H2O) was bubbled through DEZ at 25 mL·min−1, and this was diluted
with 100 mL·min−1 nitrogen gas in the metal precursor line, which was
fed to the gas manifold. This rapidly flows to the gas manifold (section
S1, Supporting Information). Nitrogen gas was also bubbled through
water at 100 mL·min−1 as the oxidant, and this was diluted with 200
mL·min−1 nitrogen gas before being fed to the gas manifold. Nitrogen
gas flowing at 500 mL·min−1 was also directly fed to the gas manifold
to supply the nitrogen gas for the inert gas channels. For zinc
magnesium oxide, the only difference in the gas flows was that

nitrogen gas was bubbled through DEZ and Mg(CpEt)2 at different
rates. The Mg(CpEt)2 was also heated to 55 °C under optimum
conditions. DEZ was maintained at room temperature. Our method
for optimizing the deposition of Zn1−xMgxO by controlling this gas
mixture is detailed in section S2 of the Supporting Information and the
final flow conditions used given in Table 1.

Film Characterization. Absorption measurements were per-
formed using an Agilent/HP 8453 UV−visible spectrometer. X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were performed
using an XR6 monochromated Al Kα X-ray source (hν = 1486.6 eV)
with a spot size of 900 μm to measure the Mg content of the metal
oxide films. The samples were measured inside an ultrahigh-vacuum
chamber (ESCALAB 250Xi). The films measured were 10 nm thick on
highly conductive gold substrates. Photoluminescence measurements
were performed using an ACCENT RPM 2000 system with a Nd:YAG
laser with a wavelength of 266 nm with 4.5 mW power. All
measurements were performed at room temperature under ambient
conditions. X-ray diffraction was performed using CuKα radiation
(wavelength of 1.5406 Å) in a Bruker D8 theta/theta system. Wide
scans were performed with a step size of 0.04° and dwell time of 2.5 s.
Fine scans were performed with a step size of 0.01° and dwell time of
2.5 s. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) topography images were
obtained using a Veeco dimension 3100 (in tapping mode) with a
MikroMasch Si tip, and an Agilent 5500 scanning probe microscope
with a Bruker Sb-doped Si tip with a resonant frequency of 319−378
kHz. The microscope with a Navitar video camera from the Agilent
5500 system was used to obtain optical microscopy images. Cross-
sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed by
cleaving the samples and sputtering a few nanometers of Au/Pd onto
the cleaved surface using an Emitech sputter coater. The coated
surface was electrically grounded using carbon tape and the surface
imaged using a LEO VP-1530 field emission scanning electron
microscope at 3 kV.

Device Fabrication and Testing. Hybrid photovoltaic devices
were fabricated using poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT, from
Rieke) as the active layer. Zn1−xMgxO was first deposited onto ITO,
then P3HT was spin-cast on top at 2000 rpm from a solution with 30
mg·mL−1 P3HT in chlorobenzene (from Sigma-Aldrich) maintained at
60 °C in a process similar to that reported in ref 3. Polyimide tape was
applied to the bottom of the device to prevent the contact pins from
shunting the device and three silver contacts thermally evaporated on
top using a shadow mask in a similar process to that reported in ref 15.
The active area for each device was 0.15 cm2.

Device characterization was performed under simulated AM 1.5 G
illumination with a Newport Oriel class A solar simulator corrected for
spectral mismatch. The light intensity was 100 mW·cm−2. The devices

Table 1. Absolute Bubbling Rates and Growth Rates for
Each Bubbling Rate Ratioa

F[Mg(CpEt)2]
/F[DEZ]

F[DEZ]
(mL·
min−1)

F[Mg(CpEt)2]
(mL·min−1)

thickness after
200 cycles
(nm)

growth
rate (nm·

s−1)

0 25 0 190 1.1
10 20 200 210
20 10 200 130
25 8 200 130
33 6 200 131 0.54
45 4 180 70 0.46
60 4 240 100
75 6.7 500 125
88 5.7 500 100 0.51
125 4 500 55
300 1.67 500 21
625 0.80 500 17

aMg(CpEt)2 is heated to 55 °C. The growth rates shown were
calculated from the plots in Figure S3 of the Supporting Information.
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were masked to ensure the illuminated area was the same as the device
area to prevent edge effects.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
An improvement in film thickness uniformity by changing the
gas flow direction in our gas manifold is evident in Figure 2. For
ZnO produced using our gas manifold, the film variation was
only 3% of its thickness (Figure 2a), whereas the ZnO film
produced with our previous design (which used horizontal gas
flows) was more than twice as thick on the inlet side (left in
Figure 2b) than on the exhaust side.
Our reactor design is similar to that reported by Ryan

Fitzpatick et al.36 A main difference is that instead of
introducing the precursors via tubes within the gas channels
in the manifold,36 we introduced our precursor gases through
both ends of channels running through the length of our
manifold, from which the gases flowed vertically to the
substrate (Figures 1b,c). Also, instead of pumping our exhaust
gases, we used pressure gradients to drive the gases from their
inlets to exhausts (Figure 1c). This leads to a simpler design
and may play an important role in avoiding thickness variations
due to unbalanced exhaust and inlet flows.36

Our manifold gas delivery design bears similarities to that
used in some gas bearing reactors, e.g., the TNO reactor and
head designed by the Eastman Kodak Company.12,19

Combining a simple gas delivery design with a mechanically
controllable substrate-manifold spacing allows us to achieve
both uniform film deposition with the ability to deposit onto a
variety of substrates, as discussed earlier.
The AP-CVD growth regime of our reaction can be seen

from the Zn1−xMgxO film thickness linearly varying with metal
precursor exposure time (Figure 3), with no evidence of growth
rate saturation.18 The exception could be Zn0.8Mg0.2O, which
may have been deposited with a component of ALD growth
(i.e., some chemisorption). AP-CVD growth occurred because
(i) we used a large substrate-manifold spacing of 50 μm
(compared to ∼20 μm typically used in AP-SALD),14,32,37 and
(ii) we had different flow rates for the metal precursor channel
(125−606.7 mL·min−1) than in the oxidant (150 mL·min−1)
and inert (125 mL·min−1) gas channels under the gas manifold.
The key advantage of growing films by AP-CVD rather than

AP-SALD is that higher growth rates are achieved while
retaining film crystallinity and compactness. For example, our
ZnO growth rate of 1.1 nm·s−1 (Table 1) is higher than the
growth rate of 0.63 nm·s−1 reported for our previous AP-SALD

gas manifold,13 as well as being 2 orders of magnitude higher
than that for conventional ALD,12,14 and is comparable with
some other AP-CVD reactors.6 We produced crystalline films
atmospherically at low temperatures of 150 °C (Figure 5 below
and Figure S4 in the Supporting Information), which in CVD
can typically only be achieved through plasma enhancement or
at low pressures.6,38,39 This suggests that the growth rate of our
films was kinetically controlled by surface reactions and that the
decomposition of the highly reactive precursors did not
dominate the deposition process.40 The dominance of surface
rather than gas phase reactions could be aided by our substrate-
manifold spacing (50 μm) being smaller than that used in CVD
reactors (>1 cm), leading to less mixing of the precursors in the
gas phase.19,41−43 In addition, the N2 gas channels in our
reactor (Figure 1b,c) would further reduce the amount of
precursor mixing in the gas phase. The morphology of our AP-
CVD ZnO was also very similar to that of ALD ZnO (Figure
S4a in the Supporting Information). Our AP-CVD reactor is
additionally advantageous because the thickness of our films
was linearly controlled by the number of cycles (Figure S3 in
the Supporting Information). Thus, our AP-CVD reactor
combines vertical gas flows using a simple design with a
mechanically controlled substrate-manifold spacing. This
combination gives the important advantages of film uniformity,
compatibility with a wide variety of substrate types, high growth

Figure 2. Thickness of AP-CVD ZnO films over a deposition area suitable for two small (14 mm by 14 mm or 12 mm by 12 mm)3,15,21,26,30,34 square
ITO/glass substrates for laboratory-scale electronic devices. Film profile for ZnO deposited using (a) our recently developed reactor compared to
(b) our previous reactor detailed in ref 17, which had precursor gases flowing horizontally from left to right over the sample.

Figure 3. Plot of thickness vs exposure time of the substrate under the
metal precursor channel in our deposition system to show the growth
conditions. The compositions we display here and in subsequent
figures are taken to be the same as those of the films specifically
measured by XPS (details are in the Experimental Section).
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rates, crystallinity at deposition temperatures not exceeding 150
°C, and film thickness control.
To determine whether our reactor can control the

incorporation of dopants into the metal oxide lattices to
produce complex oxides, we analyzed Mg incorporation in ZnO
using photoluminescence and X-ray diffraction (XRD)
measurements. For photoluminescence measurements, the
films were deposited onto copper foil because this was found
to give a featureless photoluminescence background (with the

exception of the laser harmonic at 2.33 eV), as can be seen in
Figure 4a. From x = 0 to x = 0.15, defect peaks centered at 2
and 2.5 eV appeared, corresponding to oxygen interstitials and
singly ionized oxygen vacancies, respectively.44,45 For x = 0.2 to
x = 0.44, the broad defect band was centered at 2.1 eV, which
has been reported to correspond to oxygen interstitials,
hydroxyl groups, and Li impurities.44 While it is unlikely that
Li impurities were present, hydroxyl groups could have been
introduced due to the water oxidant used during film synthesis.

Figure 4. Photoluminescence measurements (solid lines) and Tauc plots (dashed lines) of Zn1−xMgxO films on (a) metallic copper and (b) ITO/
glass with dashed lines to indicate the bandgap of the films. The bottom blue spectra are photoluminescence measurements of the blank substrates.

Figure 5. X-ray diffraction patterns of 200 nm thick Zn1−xMgxO deposited on ITO showing the shift in (a) the ZnO (100) peak and (b) the ZnO
(002) peak with Mg incorporation (the step size was 0.01°, and dwell time was 2.5 s). The black diamonds indicate ITO peaks. (c) Shift in the a-axis
and c-axis parameters of the wurtzite phase with Mg incorporation. (d) Comparison of the X-ray diffraction patterns of films with 44 at. % Mg and 46
at. % Mg showing that the film with 44 at. % Mg did not have a second rocksalt phase.
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Oxygen interstitials are the most likely cause of those defect
peaks and are in agreement with the defect peaks found for x =
0.15. Oxygen vacancy peaks may also be present but obscured
by the broadening from the oxygen interstitial peak.
These results indicate that the Mg2+ is incorporated

substitutionally into the wurtzite ZnO lattice. The Mg2+ cation
is slightly smaller than the Zn2+ cation46,47 and, when occupying
Zn2+ sites, would induce localized compressive strain, which
may displace oxygen anions, leading to the creation of oxygen
interstitials and oxygen vacancies.48 Substitutional Mg incor-
poration to the lattice is consistent with the increase in bandgap
shown from the blue-shift in the photoluminescence excitonic
peak in Figure 4b, which is also in agreement with absorption
measurements (Figure 4b and Figure S5 in the Supporting
Information). In Figure 4, some of the Tauc plots measured by
absorption are also shown in Figure S5 of the Supporting
Information. Because of scaling, Figure S5 in the Supporting
Information shows sub-bandgap absorption more obviously, as
well as showing the absorption of films with higher Mg
contents than that displayed in Figure 4. There are small
differences between the bandgaps predicted by the Tauc plots
and photoluminescence measurements in Figure 4b for some of
the films because the measurements were obtained from
different films. The photoluminescence measurements were
obtained from films on ITO/glass (which are more relevant to
our focus on device applications), whereas the Tauc plots were
measured for films prepared on glass (since ITO also absorbs).
X-ray diffraction studies of the Zn1−xMgxO films on ITO

confirmed that Mg2+ was substituting into the ZnO lattice. In
Figure 5a, it can be seen that with Mg incorporation, the
wurtzite (100) peak shifts to lower diffraction angles, whereas
the wurtzite (002) peak shifts toward higher diffraction angles
(Figure 5b). These correspond to the a-axis parameter
increasing and c-axis parameter decreasing with Mg incorpo-
ration (Figure 5c), which is consistent with reports in the
literature and indicates that the Mg2+ is indeed substituting into
Zn2+ sites and distorting the lattice.46,47,49,50 Also, the a-axis
parameter of intrinsic ZnO was found to be 3.26 Å and the c-
axis parameter to be 5.21 Å, which are both within the range
reported in the literature for ZnO.46,47,50,51

For x = 0.46, there is a broad defect photoluminescence peak
centered at 2.6 eV (Figure 4a), which is close to peaks that have
been reported to correspond to oxygen vacancies (2.5 eV) and
zinc interstitials (2.7 eV).44,45 XRD measurements in Figure 6
indicate that the rocksalt MgZnO phase appears at this
composition and coexists with the wurtzite Zn1−xMgxO
phase. Since the total amount of oxygen in the lattice is
unchanged, Mg separating to form the rocksalt phase would
lead to less oxygen being available for the wurtzite lattice,
leading to oxygen vacancies in the wurtzite phase. The rocksalt
MgZnO phase is insulating, and thus, only the films solely
containing wurtzite are useful for electronic applications. This
onset of phase separation (46 at. % Mg) is much higher than
the thermodynamic solubility limit of Mg in ZnO (4 wt %)52

but is within the range of compositions (35 at. % to 68 at. %)
reported for the appearance of a second phase in Zn1−xMgxO
synthesized by other low-temperature techniques, in which it is
reported that zinc magnesium oxide often forms a metastable
phase.53−56 A fine scan (with a step size of 0.01° as opposed to
0.04°) was employed to remeasure Zn0.56Mg0.44O, and no
MgO{200} peak was found (Figure 5d). Although traces of an
MgO {200} peak may be detected under a longer scan of 14
h,57 the film mobilities30 and current densities from our devices

(Figure S8, Supporting Information) did not significantly
decrease until x > 0.42, indicating that the amount of rocksalt
phase is negligible for x ≤ 0.42. That no significant traces of a
rocksalt phase was detected below the 46 at. % Mg threshold
and the increasing rate of change in the lattice parameters with
increasing Mg content up to that threshold (Figure 5c) indicate
that there was no preferential incorporation of Mg into certain
grains compared with others and hence that Mg was
incorporated uniformly.57

Furthermore, when the films were annealed at 400 °C for 1 h
in air and remeasured, the wurtzite-only films still did not
exhibit any detectable phase separation (Figures S6 and S7d in
the Supporting Information) and still showed a shift in the
lattice parameters with Mg incorporation, indicating that the
Mg2+ remained in the lattice (Figure S7 in the Supporting
Information). This suggests that annealing at 400 °C (which is
typically the highest postannealing temperature one would
employ for ZnO films used in solar cells)58 for 1 h is insufficient
to induce significant macroscopic phase separation in the
metastable Zn1−xMgxO. Thus, photoluminescence and X-ray
diffraction analyses show our reactor successfully allows Mg to
be incorporated into the ZnO lattice, maintaining a stable single
phase for contents below 46 at. % Mg.
The vapor pressure, reactivity, and saturation of the

precursors are also important properties to understand when
growing multicomponent films by chemical vapor deposition.
Unlike photoluminescence measurements and X-ray diffraction
patterns, it is more difficult to measure these properties because
they require difficult techniques,59 specific instruments, or the
need to be measured dynamically in the system itself. However,
we show that it is possible to gain an indication of these
parameters to improve growth conditions by modeling the
relationship between Mg content and bubbling rate ratio. We
do not distinguish between different manifold designs in this

Figure 6. X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements of 200 nm thick
Zn1−xMgxO on ITO/glass. The trends are similar to those of the films
on glass that we previously reported.30 It is, however, important to
analyze the XRD patterns of films on ITO/glass, which are used in
electronic devices. Black diamonds indicate peaks corresponding to the
ITO substrate. The diffraction peaks for ZnO and MgO are indicated.
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model. It is assumed that film formation involves the metal
precursor directly depositing onto the substrate, which can
occur from activated species formed in the gas phase (chemical
vapor deposition)6 or chemisorption (atomic layer deposi-
tion).9 Thus, although we only verify our model in this work for
Zn1−xMgxO synthesized by our AP-CVD reactor, the model
should be applicable to other systems. The relationship
between the gas fraction of the Mg precursor fed to the gas
manifold and molar flow rates to each of the metal precursor
bubblers is given by eq 1.

=
+

(gas fraction of Mg(CpEt) )
molar flow rate of Mg(CpEt)

molar flow rate of Mg(CpEt) molar flow rate of DEZ

2

2

2

(1)

To predict the fraction of Mg in the film, the deposition rate
of the Mg precursor (kMg) and Zn precursor (kZn) are needed.
The saturation of both precursors (sMg and sZn respectively) to
the flowing N2 gas at the outlet of each bubbler is also needed,
as well as the vapor pressure of the precursors. The full list of
assumptions used and derivation of the model is given in
section S2 of the Supporting Information. The final model is
given by eq 2.

=
+ ·

*
*

x
1

1 s
s

k
k

F
F

p T

p T
[DEZ]

[Mg(CpEt) ]

( )

( )
Zn

Mg

Zn

Mg

Zn Zn

Mg Mg2 (2)

In eq 2, x is the fraction of Mg in the film, F[DEZ] the bubbling
rate through the Zn precursor, pZn* (TZn) the vapor pressure of
the Zn precursor, F[Mg(CpEt)2] the bubbling rate through the
Mg precursor, and pMg* (TMg) the vapor pressure of the Mg
precursor. The other parameters have been defined above. The
independent variable is the ratio of the bubbling rates through
the precursors (F[Mg(CpEt)2]/F[DEZ]), and x is the
parameter modeled. DEZ is well-studied, with several
publications detailing its vapor pressure curve with a low
level of discrepancy between them.60−62 We therefore used the
literature value of the DEZ vapor pressure (12.2 mmHg at 20
°C, as reported by Sigma-Aldrich, our supplier).62 The
saturation and deposition rates of the precursors and the
vapor pressure of Mg(CpEt)2 (pMg* (TMg)) are not as well
known. We therefore introduced the parameter, β, where β =
sZnkZn/sMgkMgpMg* (TMg). Substituting this into eq 2 gave eq 3.
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By rearranging eq 3, we can obtain a form (eq 4) allowing us to
fit β to the experimental data (Figures 7b,c).
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Although the data could be fitted with one value of β (i.e.,
one linear region) in Figure 7b, such that the refined model (eq
4) fits the XPS measured Mg contents (Figure 7a) with a root-
mean-square error of Δx = 0.09, it can be seen from Figure 7c
that there are two distinct regions with two different values of β.
This piecewise model has a root-mean-square deviation of Δx =
0.0005 from the experimental data (Figure 7a), showing that
using two β values provides a very good fit of the data. The
transition between the two regions occurs at x = 0.42, which is
close to the point where the second rocksalt-based phase

appears and coexists with wurtzite Zn1−xMgxO (Figure 6).30 To
further investigate this, we compared values of β−1 in the two
regions since this is proportional to kMg/kZn, sMg/sZn, and the
vapor pressure of Mg(CpEt)2 (estimated from eq S20 of the
Supporting Information to be 0.09 mmHg at 55 °C). It can be
seen from Table 2 that in region 1 (wurtzite-only Zn1−xMgxO),
β−1 was lower than that in region 2, which indicates that the
incorporation of Mg was higher in region 2.

Our model indicates that an increase in the Mg incorporation
for each bubbling rate ratio could be obtained by using the
maximum bubbling rate through the Mg precursor (500
mLmin−1 in our setup). This can be seen in Figure 8b,c, in
which a ∼0.1 eV increase in the bandgap was obtained by
bubbling at 500 mL·min−1 through the Mg precursor instead of
200 mL·min−1, while keeping the bubbling rate ratio the same.
This model therefore can assist in improving growth conditions
without having to directly measure deposition rate or

Figure 7. Model analysis for Mg(CpEt)2 heated to 55 °C. (a) Plot of
Mg content (x) in Zn1−xMgxO measured by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) vs the bubbling rate ratio between the Mg
precursor and Zn precursor (F[Mg(CpEt)2]/F[DEZ]). XPS provides
accurate quantitative composition measurements.63 The x values
predicted by the idealized model (please refer to Section S2 of the
Supporting Information) are shown (vapor pressure of Mg(CpEt)2 at
55 °C used). The x values predicted by the models fitted to all the data
(i.e., “one region”) and fitted using a piecewise function (i.e., “two
regions”) are also shown. Fitting of x−1 vs the bubbling rate ratio
through the Zn to Mg precursors (F[DEZ]/F[Mg(CpEt)2]) with (b)
one linear region and (c) two linear regions.

Table 2. Analysis of the Fitted Coefficient, β, from the Two-
Region Fitted Model in Figure 7c

region gradient β value (mmHg−1) β−1 (mmHg)

1 135 11.1 0.09
2 60 4.9 0.20
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saturation. Since these require careful measurements, such as
quartz crystal microgravimetry,64 this is advantageous.
The increase in β−1 from regions 1 to 2 could be due to an

increase in the incorporation rate of the Mg precursor relative
to the Zn precursor. This may have resulted from an increased
partial pressure of the Mg precursor relative to the Zn
precursor. There are several ways in which this could have
occurred. In Figure 8a, it can be seen that the bubbling rate
through Mg(CpEt)2 relative to the total flow rate in the metal
precursor gas stream abruptly increased from 180 mL·min−1 to
500 mL·min−1 at a bubbling rate ratio of 45 (x = 0.42) and
therefore corresponds to the transition from regions 1 to 2. The
high bubbling rate would increase the partial pressure of the Mg
precursor relative to that of the Zn precursor, which is
continuously being more diluted in the metal precursor gas
stream with increasing bubbling rate ratios (Figure 8a). The
higher relative partial pressure of the Mg precursor would
increase its relative deposition rate. Further increases in the
Mg(CpEt)2 concentration may arise from an increase in sMg/sZn.
The higher bubbling rate of 500 mL·min−1 in region 2 increases
the turbulence in the Mg precursor bubbler. This may have
produced droplets carried by the rapid gas stream (complete
atomization to produce an aerosol is unlikely)65 or increased
mass transfer to the N2 through an increased interfacial area.66

We also note that since we did not constrain the vapor
pressure or reactivity of the Mg precursor in eq 4, the change in
temperature as this vapor, heated to 55 °C, was mixed with
room temperature inert gas in unheated pipes (see Figure 1 for
details) did not influence the applicability of our model.
To demonstrate the good functionality of the films produced

using our reactor, we used the Zn1−xMgxO deposited in this
work in hybrid solar cells with poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl)
(P3HT) (Figure 9). Previously, we found that high open-circuit
voltages can be obtained in colloidal quantum dot and cuprous
oxide solar cells by tuning the magnesium content in
Zn1−xMgxO.

21,30 Using our hybrid devices (structure in Figure
9a), we here show that this can be generally obtained in thin
film solar cells and highlight the importance of producing
multicomponent metal oxides by AP-CVD. For the films that
were only 45 nm thick, Mg-incorporation led to the VOC of the
devices increasing from 0.35 V (x = 0) to 0.81 V (x = 0.77)
(Figure 9b), leading to efficiency increases (Figure S8a,
Supporting Information). The VOC increase was partly due to

the built-in potential of the hybrid devices increasing as the
conduction band of the Zn1−xMgxO was raised, which also
reduces interfacial back-recombination.4,67 Depositing 45 nm
Zn1−xMgxO takes under 2 min over a 4 cm2 area, and these
films are thinner than those used in our previous work with
quantum dot solar cells.30 That such a large increase in VOC
could be obtained with films which are so thin indicates that the
films are compact and pinhole-free since pinholes would have
led to shunting.15,68 The AFM image in Figure 9c of 25 nm
Zn1−xMgxO on ITO confirms this, and the optical microscopy
image in Figure 9d shows that no pinholes could be observed
on a larger scale. The ability to produce high-performing films
with a low thickness is advantageous due to a lower deposition
time being required and because thinner films reduce the
negative effect on device performance caused by the increasing
resistivity of the films with Mg incorporation. This can be seen

Figure 8. (a) Plot of the ratio of the bubbling rate through each precursor relative to the total flow rate through the metal gas line (F[DEZ] +
F[Mg(CpEt)2] + 100 mL·min−1). Comparison of the bandgap of Zn1−xMgxO films synthesized by using bubbling rates of (b) 8/200 vs 20/500 and
(c) 10/200 vs 25/500 (F[DEZ]/F[Mg(CpEt)2]).

Figure 9. (a) Structure of the Zn1−xMgxO − (600 nm) P3HT hybrid
device. (b) Change in the open-circuit voltage (VOC) of Zn1−xMgxO −
P3HT devices with Mg incorporation (x) for 45 and 150 nm thick
Zn1−xMgxO films deposited at 150 °C. (c) AFM topography scan and
(d) optical microscopy image of 25 nm thick Zn0.8Mg0.2O film on
ITO. The compositions we show are taken to be the same as those of
the films specifically measured by XPS.
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by comparing the devices with 45 nm versus 150 nm thick
Zn0.23Mg0.77O in Figure 9b. Because of the introduction of
defect states (Figure 4) and increase in the effective electron
mass,69 the carrier concentration and mobility of Zn1−xMgxO
films decrease with doping,30 leading to a reduction in JSCs
(Figure S8b, Supporting Information). Being able to use
thinner films allows electrons to be collected by the cathode
before recombining, allowing higher VOCs and JSCs to be
obtained.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have detailed a gas manifold that is ideal for
rapidly synthesizing high-quality multicomponent metal oxides
with high functionality for electronics, as demonstrated for
Zn1−xMgxO. Our reactor has a manifold−substrate spacing that
can be mechanically controlled independently of the precursor
flow rates, and introduces the metal precursors vertically to the
substrate with a uniform pressure profile across its length.
These allow the films to be deposited onto a variety of substrate
types with a set of properties highly suitable for electronics:
high uniformity (3% thickness variation), high growth rate (up
to 1.1 nm·s−1 for ZnO), crystalline films at low deposition
temperatures (150 °C), and fine thickness control. The films
are also highly compact, enabling the open-circuit voltage of
hybrid P3HT solar cells to be more than doubled when using
films only 45 nm thick. Photoluminescence and X-ray
diffraction measurements also indicate that using this reactor
enabled Mg to be incorporated into the ZnO lattice below 46
at. % Mg. We also developed a model that, through fitting the
composition vs bubbling rate ratio, showed us that increased
Mg incorporation can be achieved by increasing the bubbling
rate through the Mg precursor. The laboratory-scale reactor we
have developed is suitable for the production of high-quality
oxides at a high rate for electronic applications.
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